
 

 

Minutes of Little Dunham Parish Council on Thursday March 3rd. 

Present: Simon Fowler (Chairman), Ian Harding, Jane Harding, Henry Kilvert, 

Paul Stebbings and Dr Steve Treavett. 

Apologies: Tracy Richards and County Cllr. Mark Kiddle-Morris. 

Minutes of Meeting on January 26
th

 were accepted and signed. Proposed by I 

Harding, seconded by Henry Kilvert. 

No Matters arising that not on the agenda 

Public Participation: no one present. 

Correspondence: 2 items 

1. Planning permission notice with conditions for 2 School lane. 

2. Forms for competition for children to make a sign about parents not smoking 

near children. 

Planning: 

Minor changes to development at Brick kiln Pightle. Letter sent reiterating 

points made before a) outside walls to contain some flint and b) width of road to 

be made to 4.8m. 

Roger Warnes permissions: Simon  F and Ian H visited Breckland council to 

check on documents. Still awaiting response from Breckland as to whether 

storage of Wood fuel, not for bedding, is an agricultural or industrial use. Ian H 

revisiting the council on Tuesday March 8
th
. 

Tea Shop/Micro pub: no further news but still hope it will open in April. 

Highways: Potholes are still appearing and work done has not been finished. Ian 

H will be sending to the Parish clerk the maps with the locations of the 

problems complete with a unique number for reference. 

Playing Field: thanks were given to Tracy Richards and her helpers for all their 

work and it now looks a lot better. Tracy sent the following report. 

Costs for repairs to the Little Dunham playground and further work 

There are several pieces of equipment that need repairs in the playground: 

 there is a missing bar on the trim trail 



 

 

 one of the stepping stone bars on the trim trail is rotten 
 there is a missing monkey grab on the jungle gym 

One of the planks on the picnic bench is very worn.  As the plank is sound and 

made of hardwood we would advocate just turning that over and Paul is happy 

to do this. 

Tracy and Paul are happy to carry out the repairs to the equipment so there will 

be no labour costs.  I have two alternatives for the cost of materials. 

B – Sourcing the wood from Stoke Ferry Timber and the rest from Fenland. The 

equipment was supplied by Fenland Leisure.  They can supply all the 

replacement parts including the timber.  Their price for the timber is however, 

very high, and the shipping costs steep.  The two quotes I have prepared are: 

A – Sourcing all materials from Fenland: 

 

This would mean that the timber might not be exactly the same but I have got a 

quote for treated timber of the same dimensions from Stoke Ferry that should 

be suitable and I have discussed it's use with them.  Again, Paul and I are happy 

to collect the timber and cut it to size. 

Later work: The playground is now looking good and the mats and equipment 

are drying out well.  There are several items that need painting to stop 

damage/rot and I would advocate a painting party later in the year when the 

wood is completely dry.  I am happy to organise that. 

There is some lifting of the mats around the merry go round and this could be a 

trip hazard.  I am not sure how these are fitted and therefore what needs doing 

but this needs looking into. 

A – All materials from Fenland Leisure 

Trim Trail bar long  £72   Trim Trail bar short £52 

5” coach bolts x 2 £1.80   6” coach bolts x 2 £1.90 

Monkey grab  £35   Safety bolt caps x 2 £1.60  (we only need 2 as 2 are re-

usable) 

VAT    £32.86 

Delivery   £120 

Total    £317.16 

B – Sourcing the wood from Stoke Ferry Timber and the rest from 

Fenland 

Trim Trail bar long  £7.95  Trim Trail bar short £7.95   VAT £3.18 



 

 

5” coach bolts x 2 £1.80    6” coach bolts x 2 £1.90 

Monkey grab  £35   Safety bolt caps x 2 £1.60  (we only need 2 as 2 are re-

usable) 

VAT    £8.06 

Delivery   £7.50 

Total    £74.94 

Proposed by Ian H and seconded by Paul S that we go for the Stoke 

Ferry/Fenland quote, all agreed 

Grass cutting: Jane H to contact the clerk to find out from contractor 

when first cut of grass is due. 

Amenities area: looking good 

Footpaths: a little muddy but in good order. 

Speedwatch: in 2016, 81/586 which is 14% of people checked were doing over 

35 mph. a leaflet and an item in next C&V asking for more volunteers. 

Neighbourhood plan: to be discussed at next meeting. 

Dudgeon Community Fund: county have not received any money yet. The clerk 

will have a form ready to submit so hope to be one of the first in. 

Jubilee Seat: this is tucked away in a hedge in playing field and a request to 

move it to a more prominent and useful place has been received. It was agreed 

to reposition it in front of the Village hut. Ian H to contact Alan Walker to 

coordinate move and report to next meeting if any money required. 

Finance: Parish council’s funds in good order and no payments this meeting. 

County Councillors Report for February/ March 2016 

Budget: 

The County Councils budget for the year 2016/17 was set at the meeting of full 

Council held on 22nd February.  The Conservative opposition was able to make 

suggestions to the leader of the Council on a more benign budget that would 

save some of the front line services that had been threatened with cuts.  The 

budget that was presented to Council was a result of negotiations between all 

parties.  It was agreed to increase the Council Tax by 1.99% however, the 

Government has recognised that Norfolk has one of the fastest growing 

population of residents between the ages of 70 and 85 which is placing a huge 
financial pressure on care for the elderly and has allowed a further Tax increase 

of 2%, the proceeds of which, £6.2m, will be ring fenced for adult social 

services.  Therefore the total Tax increase for 2016/17 will be 3.99%.  



 

 

By raising the general Council Tax by 1.99% we have been able to prevent any 

library closures, reverse the proposed closure of fire stations, increase (by 

£1.5m) the highways pothole budget, restore recycling centres to their previous 

opening hours and restore all the proposed cuts to the Norfolk Museums Service 
and the Norfolk Record Office. 

An additional £7m over the next 2 years has been given to Norfolk County 

Council by the Government.  This was announced only a week prior to the 

Council Tax setting meeting and has not been subject to discussions by the 

Service Committees which will have to allocate the extra funding. 

Devolution: 

The Government is keen to devolve some powers to local areas and invited bids 

some time ago from interested counties to outline what powers they would like 

devolved.  Norfolk and Suffolk together proposed a combined authority which it 

was hoped would have control of infrastructure investment especially road and 

rail improvements, accelerating housing delivery, skills training, business 

support and health and social care provision.  (Not a full list but it gives a flavour 

of what is intended). 

The direction of travel with this project changes daily, if not hourly.  In the latest 

talk with Government they have indicated that a Norfolk/Suffolk combined 

authority would be to small and have insisted that Cambridgeshire and 

Peterborough Unitary should join Norfolk and Suffolk to form an "Eastern 

Powerhouse".  Talks are continuing.  

The proposed combined authority would not replace any of the County Councils 

or indeed the District Councils but would be a separate entity.  The governance 

arrangements of the combined authority are unclear at the moment however 

government is insisting that it should be led by an elected "mayor" who would 

be the single point of contact with Government.  

Mark Kiddle-Morris, Member for Necton and Launditch. 

Website: this has been up dated and further items will be added when available. 

Items for next Agenda: Dunham lodge 2 empty houses 

The Parish clerk to write to Police and Little Dunham Charity for a 

representative to send a report and come to the annual meeting. 

 Steve Treavett to bring a report from Great Dunham School to that meeting and 

also to find out about the defibrillator at Great Dunham for the Parish Council 

meeting. 

There being no other business the Chairman thanked all for attending and the 

meeting closed at 8.25pm. 



 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 


